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Introduction

u BIM (Building Information Modelling) is defined as a digital 
representation of physical and functional characteristic of 
building’s infrastructure and facilities with the required 
interoperability to share information throughout stages of a 
building lifecycle on a number of platforms. It plays a critical 
role in managing and controlling the building systems –
lighting, access control, HVAC (Heating, Ventilation and Air 
Conditioning) and security. 

u IoT (Internet of Things) refers to a world where physical objects 
and beings, as well as virtual data and environments, may 
interact with each other when and as needed.
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Problems 3

u Buildings often contain legacy systems that are not well 
integrated with other systems. This hinders the deployment 
of solutions that enable further energy savings such as 
analytic systems, predictive control, or demand response.

u Current practices for building automation and 
management that control the building systems act as silos 
which are operated independently and are provided as 
proprietary systems by multiple vendors.

u Challenging characteristics of integrating IoT and BIM 
involve suitable and scalable (mostly wireless) sensor 
networks and devices with robust and secure architectures, 
open data formats and interfaces, and real time response 
systems capable of operating in a dynamic environments.



Objectives

u Research into open communication protocols 
currently used for IoT. 
u JMS, oBIX, XMPP, ebXML, QLM 

u Research into open communication protocols 
currently used in building management and 
automation systems.
u BACnet, KNX, LONWORKS, DALI, Modbus, oBIX, OPC, 

Zigbee, Z-Wave

u Research into frameworks integrating these two 
systems together to improve building operation and 
hence business processes. 
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Findings to date 

u Majority of frameworks found in literature review are 
made up of three tiers:
u Edge Tier (IoT & Communication devices) 

u Platform Tier (Backend server) 

u Enterprise Tier (Front end)
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Future Work 6
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